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THE COHOMOLOGY OF THE SPORADIC GROUP J2 OVER F3
ANTONIO DI´AZ RAMOS AND OIHANA GARAIALDE OCAN˜A
Abstract. We describe the cohomology ring H∗(J2;F3) both as subring of
H∗(31+2
+
;F3) and with an abstract presentation. We also give its Poincare´
series. We use as tool a spectral sequence for the strongly closed 3-subgroup
of J2. This method might be used to compute the cohomology of any finite
simple group with a strongly closed p-subgroup.
MSC2010: 55T10, 55R35, 20J06, 20D20.
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1. Introduction
The computation of the cohomology of the sporadic finite simple groups is an
intrinsically interesting subject in which only partial answers are yet known. By
far, the most complete knowledge is at the prime 2, see for instance [1] and [2],
where the authors tackle this problem using homotopy theory methods. Even with
coefficients in F2 not all the cohomology rings of the sporadic groups are fully
understood. For p odd and when the Sylow p-subgroup is the extraspecial group
p1+2+ of order p
3 and exponent p, the description of the full cohomology ring has
been circumvented, see [16] and [17]. In general, due to the complexity of the
problem, computer calculations are in some cases the only or most complete source
of information, see [11] for instance.
In this work, we present a method that involves the stable elements theorem [5]
together with the spectral sequence [6]. The approach is classical but the novelty
is that this spectral sequence applies on the weak hypothesis of the existence of
a strongly closed p-subgroup. Hence, this procedure can be utilized to compute
the cohomology ring of any finite simple group which possesses a strongly closed
p-subgroup. There is a classification of such finite simple groups [8].
For the particular case of the Hall-Janko group or second Janko group J2, the
ring H∗(J2;F2) was studied in [4] with the partial aid of computer calculations. At
the prime 3, a Sylow 3-subgroup S of J2 is isomorphic to 3
1+2
+ and H
∗(J2;F3) has
been determined by computer [9], [10]. Using our alternative method we give here
a computer-free description of the cohomology ring H∗(J2;F3) both as a subring
of H∗(31+2+ ;F3) and with an abstract presentation.
Recall that in the finite simple group J2 of order 604,800, the center Z(S) ∼= C3 is
a strongly closed 3-subgroup of S. Moreover, as the normalizer of S controls fusion
[15, Remark 1.4], the spectral sequence of [6] amounts to the following: Firstly, set
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E∗ to be the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the central extension
C3 → 3
1+2
+ → C3 × C3,
with second pageEn,m2 = H
n(C3×C3;Hm(C3;F3)) and converging toH∗(3
1+2
+ ;F3).
Secondly, the group OutJ2(S) = C8 acts on each page of this spectral sequence
and taking invariants gives rise to a spectral sequence EC8∗ which converges to
H∗(J2;F3). In particular, the second page is H
n(C3 × C3;Hm(C3;F3))C8 . The
Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence E∗ of 3
1+2
+ was computed by Leary in
[14] and it collapses in E6 = E∞. Hence, the invariants E
C8
6 = E
C8
∞ is a bigraded
algebra associated to some filtration of H∗(J2;F2) and we use this fact to determine
the ring H∗(J2;F3) = H
∗(31+2+ ;F3)
C8 .
The layout of the paper is as follows: We start in Section 2 by providing a
detailed description of the page E6. Then in Section 3 we compute the invariants
EC86 and the Poincare´ series of H
∗(J2;F3). With the aid of the bigraded algebra
EC86 we determine in Section 4 the ring H
∗(J2;F3) as a subring of H
∗(31+2+ ;F3)
and an abstract presentation of H∗(J2;F3).
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to Universidad de Ma´laga and Universi-
dad del Pa´ıs Vasco for their hospitality and travel and accommodation support in
several occasions during the development of this work.
2. The cohomology groups of 31+2+ .
We denote by S = 31+2+ the extraspecial group of order 27 and exponent 3. It
has the following presentation
S = 〈A,B,C|A3 = B3 = C3 = [A,C] = [B,C] = 1, [A,B] = C〉.
The center of S is Z(S) = 〈C〉 ∼= C3 and hence we have the following central
extension:
(1) C3 → 3
1+2
+
pi
→ C3 × C3.
Leary describes in [14] the LHSss. E∗ of this extension. Its second page is given by
E∗,∗2 = H
∗(C3;F3)⊗H
∗(C3 × C3;F3) = Λ(u)⊗ F3[t]⊗ Λ(y1, y2)⊗ F3[x1, x2],
with the following degrees for the generators
deg(u) = deg(y1) = deg(y2) = 1, deg(t) = deg(x1) = deg(x2) = 2
and with Bockstein operations β(u) = t and β(y1) = x1, β(y2) = x2. The extension
(1) is classified by y1y2 ∈ H2(C3 × C3;F3) and, according to [14], the differentials
in E∗ are the following:
(i) d2(u) = y1y2, d2(t) = 0,
(ii) d3(t) = x1y2 − x2y1,
(iii) d4(t
iu(x1y2 − x2y1)) = iti−1(x1x22y2 − x
2
1x2y1), d4(t
2yi) = u(x1y2 − x2y1)xi,
(iv) d5(t
2(x1y2 − x2y1)) = x31x2 − x1x
3
2, d5(ut
2y1y2) = ku(x
3
1y2 − x
3
2y1), k 6= 0.
A long and intricate computation leads from E2 to E6. We give an explicit
description of E6 but we omit most of the calculations.
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2. Lemma. With the notations above, the following table gives representatives of
classes that form an F3-basis of E
n,m
6 for 0 ≤ n ≤ 6 and 0 ≤ m ≤ 5:
5
4
3 uty1y2
2 ty1, ty2 ty1x1, ty1x2 tx
2
1y1, tx
2
1y2
ty2x2 tx
2
2y1, tx
2
2y2
1 uy1, uy2 uy1y2 uy1x1, uy1x2 ux
2
1y1, ux
2
1y2
uy2x1, uy2x2 ux
2
2y1, ux
2
2y2
0 1 y1, y2 x1, x2 y1x1, y1x2 x
2
1, x
2
2 x
2
1y1, x
2
1y2 x
3
1, x
3
2
y2x2 x1x2 x
2
2y1, x
2
2y2 x
2
1x2, x1x
2
2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
It turns out that this description of the corner of E6 determines the rest of E6 as
there are both vertical and horizontal periodicities. More precisely, we show below
that En,m6
∼= E
n,m+6
6 for n,m ≥ 0 and that E
n,m
6
∼= E
n+2,m
6 for n ≥ 5 and m ≥ 0.
To recognize these isomorphisms we need nevertheless to fully understand the page
E6. The following result gives an explicit description of E
n,m
6 as a subquotient of
En,m2 .
3. Lemma. Assume the notations above and let n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0. Set
z =


t3⌊m/6⌋, m = 0 mod 6
ut3⌊m/6⌋, m = 1 mod 6
t3⌊m/6⌋+1, m = 2 mod 6
ut3⌊m/6⌋+1, m = 3 mod 6.
Then we have:
(i) For n = 0, En,m6 = 〈z〉 for m = 0 mod 6 and E
n,m
6 = 0 otherwise.
(ii) For n = 1, En,m6 = 〈zy1, zy2〉 for m = 0, 1, 2 mod 6 and E
n,m
6 = 0 otherwise.
(iii) For n = 2, En,m6 = 〈zx1, zx2〉 for m = 0 mod 6, E
n,m
6 = 〈zy1y2〉 for m = 1, 3
mod 6 and En,m6 = 0 otherwise.
(iv) For n = 3, En,m6 = E
n,m
2 for m = 1 mod 6, E
n,m
6 is the following quotient:
〈zx1y1, zx1y2, zx2y1, zx2y2〉/〈z(x1y2 − x2y1)〉
for m = 0, 2 mod 6 and En,m6 = 0 otherwise.
(v) For n ≥ 4 and n = 2q, En,m6 is the following quotient if m = 0 mod 6:
〈zxi1x
q−i
2 , 0 ≤ i ≤ q〉/〈zx
i
1x
q−i
2 − zx
i+2
1 x
q−i−2
2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 3〉,
and En,m6 = 0 otherwise.
(vi) For n ≥ 4 and n = 2q+1, if m = 0, 1, 2 mod 6, then En,m6 is the quotient of
〈zxi1x
q−i
2 y1, zx
i
1x
q−i
2 y2, 0 ≤ i ≤ q〉
by
〈zxi1x
q−i
2 y1 − zx
i+1
1 x
q−i−1
2 y2, zx
j
1x
q−j
2 y2 − zx
j+1
1 x
q−j−1
2 y1, 0 ≤ i ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 2〉,
and En,m6 = 0 otherwise.
As a direct consequence of this lemma we obtain representatives for a basis of
En,m6 and any n,m ≥ 0.
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4. Corollary. Assume the notations above and define z as in Lemma 3. For each
n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0 we denote by B ≤ En,m2 a set of elements such that their classes
survive to En,m6 and form a basis of E
n,m
6 . Then we have:
(i) For n = 0, B = {z} for m = 0 mod 6 and B = ∅ otherwise.
(ii) For n = 1, B = {zy1, zy2} for m = 0, 1, 2 mod 6 and B = ∅ otherwise.
(iii) For n = 2, B = {zx1, zx2} for m = 0 mod 6, B = {zy1y2} for m = 1, 3
mod 6 and B = ∅ otherwise.
(iv) For n = 3, B = {zx1y1, zx1y2, zx2y1, zx2y2} for m = 1 mod 6, B equals
{zx1y1, zx1y2, zx2y2} for m = 0, 2 mod 6 and B = ∅ otherwise.
(v) For n ≥ 4 and n = 2q, B = {zxq1, zx
q−1
1 x2, zx
q−2
1 x
2
2, zx
q
2} if m = 0 mod 6
and B = ∅ otherwise.
(vi) For n ≥ 4 and n = 2q+1, B = {zxq1y1, zx
q
1y2, zx
q−1
1 x2y2, zx
q
2y2} if m = 0, 1, 2
mod 6 and B = ∅ otherwise.
5. Lemma. With the notations above, the element t3 survives to E6. Moreover,
for each n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0, multiplication by t3 is an isomorphism Ψn,m : En,m6 →
En,m+66 of vector spaces over F3.
Proof. By Corollay 4 or by an Evens’ norm map argument [7], the element t3 is a
permanent cycle and hence it survives to E∞ = E6. In particular, multiplication
by t3 commutes with all the differentials and induces a linear map Ψn,mi : E
n,m
i →
En,m+6i for all n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0 and i ≥ 2. From Corollary 4 we deduce that Ψ
n,m
6 is
an isomorphism. 
Now we can state the horizontal periodicity.
6. Lemma. With the notations above, for each n ≥ 5 and m ≥ 0, the map
Φn,m : En,m6 → E
n+2,m
6 given by
zxq1 7→ zx
q+1
1 , zx
q−1
1 x2 7→ zx
q
1x2, zx
q−2
1 x
2
2 7→ zx
q−1
1 x
2
2, zx
q
2 7→ zx
q+1
2
for n = 2q and m = 0 mod 6 and by
zxq1y1 7→ zx
q+1
1 y1, zx
q
1y2 7→ zx
q+1
1 y2, zx
q−1
1 x2y2 7→ zx
q
1x2y2, zx
q
2y2 7→ zx
q+1
2 y2
for n = 2q + 1 and m = 0, 1, 2 mod 6 is an isomorphism of vector spaces over F3.
Proof. This follows from Corollay 4 by inspection. 
3. Invariant elements in E6
In this section we compute C8-invariants. Recall first that the outer automor-
phism group of S ∼= 31+2+ is GL2(3), with the matrix
(
a b
c d
)
acting as A 7→ AaBc,
B 7→ AbBd and C 7→ Cad−bc. As a generator of C8 = OutJ2(S) we may choose(
1 −1
1 1
)
, which maps A 7→ AB, B 7→ A−1B and C 7→ C−1. The induced isomorphism
in cohomology E2 → E2 is given by
y1 7→ y1 − y2, y2 7→ y1 + y2, x1 7→ x1 − x2, x2 7→ x1 + x2
and by u 7→ −u, t 7→ −t. We denote by α∗,∗ : E∗,∗6 → E
∗,∗
6 the map induced in the
sixth page. The following lemma shows that both Ψ2 (Lemma 5) and Φ2 (Lemma
6) commute with α. Hence, the computation of the C8-invariants of E6 is reduced
to the computation of C8-invariants in {E
n,m
6 }0≤n≤8, 0≤m≤11.
7. Lemma. With the notations above we have:
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(i) For each n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0 the following square commutes:
En,m+126
αn,m+12 // En,m+126
En,m6
(Ψn,m)2
OO
αn,m // En,m6 .
(Ψn,m)2
OO
(ii) For each n ≥ 5 and m ≥ 0 the following square commutes:
En,m6
(Φn,m)2
// En+4,m6
En,m6
αn,m
OO
(Φn,m)2
// En+4,m6 .
αn+4,m
OO
Proof. Part (i) is a direct consequence of α(t6) = α(t)6 = (−t)6 = t6. For part (ii)
the situation is more involved. By induction and using the relations in (v) and (vi)
of Lemma 3 one can show that the following formula hold in E2q,06 for q ≥ 2:
(x1 ± x2)
q =
{
xq1 + x
q
2 ∓ x
q−1
1 x2, if q is even
xq1 ± x
q
2, if q is odd.
From this, it is a direct computation to show that the equation (Φn,m)2(αn,m(b)) =
αn+4,m((Φn,m)2(b)) holds for each generator b of the basis B described in points
(v) and (vi) of Corollary 4. For instance, for q even and the element xq1 we have:
Φ2(α(xq1)) = Φ
2((x1 − x2)
q) = Φ2(xq1 + x
q
2 + x
q−1
1 x2) = x
q+2
1 + x
q+2
2 + x
q+1
1 x2
and
α(Φ2(xq1)) = α(x
q+2
1 ) = (x1 − x2)
q+2 = xq+21 + x
q+2
2 + x
q+1
1 x2.

8. Lemma. With the notations above, the following table gives representatives of
classes that form an F3-basis of (E
n,m
6 )
C8 for 0 ≤ n ≤ 8 and 0 ≤ m ≤ 11:
11
10
9 w2,9
8 t4w7,0
7 ut3w7,0
6 w3,6 w4,6 t
3w7,1 w8,6
5
4
3
2 w3,2 tw7,1
1 w2,1 w3,1 uw7,1
w
−
3,1
0 1 w7,0 w8,0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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where
w2,1 = uy1y2, w3,1 = uy1x1 + uy2x2, w
−
3,1 = uy1x2 − uy2x1,
w3,2 = ty1x1 + ty2x2, w3,6 = t
3(y1x1 + y2x2), w4,6 = t
3(x21 + x
2
2),
w2,9 = ut
4y1y2, w7,0 = x
3
1y1 + x
3
2y2 − x
2
1x2y2, w7,1 = x
3
1y1 + x
3
2y2,
w8,0 = x
4
1 + x
4
2 − x
2
1x
2
2, w8,6 = t
3x41 + t
3x42.
From this table and Lemma 7, the Poincare´ series P (t) of J2 is as follows:
∞∑
i=0
t
12i(1 + t3 + 2t4 + t5 + t9 + t10 + t11 +
∞∑
j=0
t
4j(t7 + 2t8 + t9 + t13 + 2t14 + t15)),
from where we obtain
(9) P (t) =
1 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t9 + t10 + t11 + t14
(1− t4)(1− t12)
.
4. Ring structure
In this section we give a description of the ring H∗(J2;F3) both as a subring of
H∗(31+2+ ;F3) and as an abstract ring via generators and relations. Recall that the
ring H∗(31+2+ ;F3) was described by Leary as follows:
10. Theorem ([13, Theorem 7]). The ring H∗(31+2+ ;F3) is generated by elements
y, y′, x, x′, Y , Y ′, X, X ′, z with
deg(y) = deg(y′) = 1, deg(x) = deg(x′) = deg(Y ) = deg(Y ′) = 2,
deg(X) = deg(X ′) = 3 and deg(z) = 6
subject to the following relations:
yy′ = 0, xy′ = x′y, yY = y′Y ′ = xy′, yY ′ = y′Y,
Y Y ′ = xx′, Y 2 = xY ′, Y ′2 = x′Y,
yX = xY − xx′, y′X ′ = x′Y ′ − xx′,
Xy′ = x′Y − xY ′, X ′y = xY ′ − x′Y,
XY = x′X,X ′Y ′ = xX ′, XY ′ = −X ′Y, xX ′ = −x′X,
XX ′ = 0, x(xY ′ + x′Y ) = −xx′2, x′(xY ′ + x′Y ) = −x′x2,
x3y′ − x′3y = 0, x3x′ − x′3x = 0,
x3Y ′ + x′3Y = −x2x′2 and x3X ′ + x′3X = 0.
To study the ring of invariantsH∗(31+2+ ;F3)
C8 we need the action of the generator
of C8 on the generators described in the previous theorem. This action is
y 7→ y − y′, y′ 7→ y + y′,(11)
x 7→ x− x′, x′ 7→ x+ x′,
Y 7→ x+ x′ − Y − Y ′, Y ′ 7→ x− x′ + Y − Y ′,
X 7→ −X −X ′, X ′ 7→ X −X ′,
z 7→ −z.
The action is determined by [13, Theorem 7] as follows: y and y′ are the group
homomorphisms dual to A and B respectively. The degree 2 generators Y and Y ′
are the triple Massey products Y = 〈y, y, y′〉 and Y ′ = 〈y′, y′, y〉. Then x, x′, X and
X ′ are the image by the Bockstein homomorphism of y, y′, Y and Y ′ respectively.
To finish, the generator of C8 maps C to C
−1 and hence z is mapped to −z.
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Next, we determine the graded algebra H∗(J2;F3) = H
∗(31+2+ ;F3)
C8 using its
associated bigraded algebra EC86 . The link is provided as follows: the Lyndon-
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence E∗ converging to H
∗(31+2+ ;F3) comes equipped
with a filtration {F iHn}n+1i=0 of H
n = Hn(31+2+ ;F3) such that
F iHn/F i+1Hn ∼= E
i,n−i
6 for i = 0, . . . , n.
Now, as proven in [6], for the spectral sequence EC8∗ converging to H
∗(J2;F3), we
have a filtration of Hn(J2;F3) given by taking invariants in the previous filtration,
{(F iHn)C8}n+1i=0 , and this filtration satisfies
(F iHn)C8/(F i+1Hn)C8 ∼= E
i,n−i
6
C8
for i = 0, . . . , n.
For a class c ∈ F iHn \F i+1Hn set c ∈ F iHn/F i+1Hn to be the non-zero image
of c in this quotient. From the previous discussion, if c ∈ H∗(J2;F3) then c belongs
to EC86 . For the generators in Theorem 10 we have the following, where the last
line is consequence of [12, Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.13]:
y = y1, y′ = y2, x = x1, x′ = x2,(12)
Y = uy1, Y ′ = −uy2, X = ty1, X ′ = −ty2, z = t
3.
To find generators for H∗(J2;F3) it is enough to find generators of E
C8
6 and then
lift them. A set of generators for EC86 is given by (see Table 1 and Lemma 8):
w2,1, w3,1, w
−
3,1, w3,2, w3,6, w4,6, w2,9, t
6,
w7,0, w8,0, uw7,1, tw7,1, t
3w7,1, ut
3w7,0, t
4w7,0, w8,6, w11,0, w12,0,
where w11,0 = Φ
2(w7,0) = x
5
1y1+x
5
2y2−x
4
1x2y2, w12,0 = Φ
2(w8,0) = x
6
1+x
6
2−x
4
1x
2
2.
Nevertheless, as we show in the next result, it is enough to lift the first 8 generators
listed above. To this purpose, note that the Poincare´ series of H∗(J2;F3) is (9)
P (t) = 1 + t3 + 2t4 + t5 + t7 + 2t8 + 2t9 + t10 + 2t11 + 3t12 + . . . .
From this expression we deduce that the lifts of the generators w2,1, w3,1, w
−
3,1, w3,2
are the linear generators of Hn(31+2+ ;F3)
C8 for n = 3, 4, 5. For the generators
w3,6, w4,6, w2,9, as they are multiples of t
3, an appropriate guess is that their lifts
are of the form zc, where c is mapped to −c under the action and c has total degree
3, 4 or 5. To sum up, we need to solve some linear algebra problems in Hn(31+2+ ;F3)
with n ∈ {3, 4, 5}. Basis for these vector spaces are described in [12, Lemma 2.4(2),
proof of Theorem 2.15].
13. Theorem. The ring H∗(J2;F3) is the subring of H
∗(31+2+ ;F3) generated by
elements a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h with
a = Y y′ − xy − x′y′, b = Y x− Y ′x′, c = x2 + x′2 + xY ′ + x′Y
d = Xx−X ′x′, e = z(yx+ y′x′), f = z(x2 + x′2),
g = −z(Xx−X ′x′ + Y X ′), h = z2
and degrees
deg(a) = 3, deg(b) = deg(c) = 4, deg(d) = 5,
deg(e) = 9, deg(f) = 10, deg(g) = 11, deg(h) = 12.
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Proof. It is a straightforward computation using the action of C8 (Equation 11) and
the presentation of H∗(31+2+ ;F3) (Theorem 10) that the elements in the statement
are indeed invariant under this action. For instance, for g = −z(xX−x′X ′+YX ′),
its image under the action is
z[(x− x′)(−X −X ′)− (x+ x′)(X −X ′) + (x+ x′ − Y − Y ′)(X −X ′)]
= z(−xX − xX ′ + x′X + x′X ′ − xX + xX ′ − x′X + x′X ′ + xX − xX ′
+x′X − x′X ′ − Y X + Y X ′ − Y ′X + Y ′X ′)
= z(−xX − xX ′ + x′X + x′X ′ − Y X + Y X ′ − Y ′X + Y ′X ′)
= z(−xX − xX ′ + x′X + x′X ′ − x′X − Y X ′ + xX ′)
= z(−xX + x′X ′ − Y X ′) = −z(xX − x′X ′ + Y X ′).
Now, using Equation 12 we obtain:
a = uy1y2, b = uy1x1 + uy2x2, c = uy1x2 − uy2x1,
d = t(y1x1 + y2x2), e = t
3(y1x1 + y2x2), f = t
3(x21 + x
2
2),
g = ut4y1y2, h = t
6,
or, with the notations of Lemma 8,
a = w2,1, b = w3,1, c = w
−
3,1, d = w3,2, e = w3,6, f = w4,6, g = w2,9, h = t
6.
To prove that a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h generate H∗(J2;F3) we show that the subalgebra
〈a, b, c, d, e, f, g〉 generates the full bigraded algebra EC86 . As h = t
6, multiplication
in EC86 by h gives exactly the vertical periodicity Ψ
2 of (a) in Lemma 7. So we just
need to show that the rows from 0 to 11 are generated by the overlines of elements
in 〈a, b, c, d, e, f, g〉. The rest of the elements in the table of Lemma 8 are generated
as follows:
−ac = w7,0, c2 = w8,0, bc = uw7,1, dc = tw7,1,
ec = t3w7,1, fc = w8,6, ga = ut
3w7,0,−gc = t
4w7,0.
Now, the following computation shows that the horizontal periodicity Φ2 of (b) of
Lemma 7 is realized by multiplication by c at the ring level:
−aci = x2i+1y + x′2i+1y′ − x2ix′y′ =Φ2(i−1)(w7,0) ∈ E
7+4(i−1),0
6
C8
bci = Y x2i+1 − Y ′x′2i+1 =Φ2(i−1)(uw7,1) ∈ E
7+4(i−1),1
6
C8
dci = x2i+1X − x′2i+1X ′ =Φ2(i−1)(tw7,1) ∈ E
7+4(i−1),2
6
C8
eci = z(yx2i+1 + y′x′2i+1) =Φ2(i−1)(t3w7,1) ∈ E
7+4(i−1),6
6
C8
fci = z(x2(i+1) + x′2(i+1)) =Φ2(i−1)(w8,6) ∈ E
8+4(i−1),6
6
C8
gaci = z(x2i+3Y − x′2i+3Y ′ + x2(i+1)x′Y ′) =Φ2i(ut3w7,0) ∈ E
7+4i,7
6
C8
−gci = z(x2i+1X − x′2i+1X ′ + x2ix′X ′) =Φ2(i−1)(t4w7,0) ∈ E
7+4(i−1),8
6
C8
for i ≥ 1 and the following for i ≥ 2:
ci = x2i + x′2i − x2(i−1)x′2 =Φ2(i−2)(w8,0) ∈ E
8+4(i−2),0
6
C8
.
This finishes the proof. 
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14. Remark. The action of the Steenrod algebra A3 on H∗(J2;F3) can be easily
deduced from its action on H∗(31+2+ ;F3), which was described by Leary in [13].
The previous theorem shows that the corner of the bigraded algebra EC86 is
generated by the following overlined elements (cf. Lemma 8):
11
10
9 g
8 −gc −gc2
7 ga gac
6 e f ec fc ec2 fc2
5
4
3
2 d dc dc2
1 a b, c bc bc2
0 1 −ac c2 −ac2 c3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
By inspection, columns 11 and 12 are obtained from columns 7 and 8 via multipli-
cation by c at the ring level. In fact, we proved in Theorem 13 that the rest of the
columns are obtained by multiplying by the succesive powers of c, and the missing
rows by multiplying by powers of h.
15. Theorem. The ring H∗(J2;F3) is the free graded-commutative algebra on the
generators a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h with
deg(a) = 3, deg(b) = deg(c) = 4, deg(d) = 5,
deg(e) = 9, deg(f) = 10, deg(g) = 11, deg(h) = 12
subject to the following relations:
ab = 0, b2 = 0, bc+ ad = 0, bd = 0, ae = 0, be = 0, fa+ ce = 0, bf = ag, ed = ag,
bg = 0, fd+ cg = 0, dg = 0, ef + ach = 0, eg = had, f2 = c2h, fg + chd = 0.
Proof. By Theorem 13 we know that there is a surjective homomorphism from the
free graded-commutative algebra R on generators a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h of the stated
degrees to H∗(J2;F3). Each generator of R is mapped to the generator with the
same name in H∗(J2;F3). To compute the kernel of this homomorphism we start
looking at relations in EC86 among the elements a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h. Then we lift
these relations back to H∗(J2;F3). To decide whether we have considered enough
relations we use Poincare´ series. We find that the highest order relation occurs in
total degree 21.
Recall from the proof of Theorem 13 that
a = w2,1, b = w3,1, c = w
−
3,1, d = w3,2, e = w3,6, f = w4,6, g = w2,9.
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Now, from Table 1, where we show the corner {En,m6
C8}n,m=0,...,21, we find that
the following 16 products are 0:
ab, b
2
, ad, bd, ae, be, af , ag, ed, bg, cg, dg, hca, eg, hc2, fg.
All these products are zero since they have bidegree (n,m) with En,m6
C8 = 0. Now
assume some product aiab
ib
cicd
id
eief
if
gigh
ih
is 0 in Ei,n−i6
C8
, which is isomorphic
to (F iHn)C8/(F i+1Hn)C8 . Here we have n = 3ia+4ib+4ic+5id+9ie+10if+11ig
and i = 2ia+3ib+3ic+3id+3i3+4if+2ig. Then the element a
iabibcicdideief if gighih
of (F iHn)C8 lies in (F i+1Hn)C8 too and hence it may be written using elements
from the latter. This gives rise to a relation. For instance, for ad = 0 ∈ E5,36
C8
,
and using the fact that
E6,26
C8
= 0, E7,16
C8
= 〈bc〉, E8,06
C8
= 〈c2〉,
we deduce that ad = αbc+ βc2 holds in H∗(J2;F3) for some α and β in F3. In this
case, the equation is satisfied for α = −1 and β = 0:
bc = (Y x− Y ′x′)(x2 + x′2 + xY ′ + x′Y )
= Y x3 + Y xx′2 + Y Y ′x2 + Y 2xx′ − x2x′Y ′ − x′3Y ′ − xx′Y ′2 − x′2Y Y ′
= Y x3 + Y xx′2 + x3x′ + x2x′Y ′ − x2x′Y ′ − x′3Y ′ − xx′2Y − xx′3
= Y x3 − Y ′x′3
and
ad = (Y y′ − xy − x′y′)(Xx−X ′x′)
= xy′Y X − x′y′Y X ′ − x2yX + xx′yX ′ − xx′y′X + x′2y′X ′
= xx′y′X − x2y′X ′ − x2yX + x2y′X ′ − xx′y′X + x′2y′X ′
= −x2yX + x′2y′X ′ = −x2(xY − xx′) + x′2(x′Y ′ − xx′)
= −x3Y + x3x′ + x′3Y ′ − xx′3 = −Y x3 + Y ′x′3.
The same analysis for the products af, ag, ed, cg, hca, eg, hc2, fg produce the fol-
lowing relations respectively:
af = −ec = −z(x3y + x′3y′),
ag = bf = z(x3Y − x′3Y ′ − xx′2Y + x3x′),
ed = ag = z(x3Y − x′3Y ′ − xx′2Y + x3x′),
cg = −fd = −z(Xx3 −X ′x′3 +X ′x2x′),
ach = −ef = −z2(x3y + x′3y′ − x2x′y′),
eg = had = z2(−x3Y + x′3Y ′),
c2h = f2 = z2(x4 + x′4 − x2x′2),
fg = −chd = z2(−Xx3 +X ′x′3).
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For the remaining products ab, b
2
, bd, ae, be, bg, dg we obtain ab = b2 = bd = ae =
be = bg = dg = 0. For example,
ab = (Y y′ − xy − x′y′)(Y x− Y ′x′)
= Y 2xy′ − Y Y ′x′y′ − Y x2y + Y ′xx′y − Y xx′y′ + Y ′x′2y′
= Y ′x2y′ − xx′2y′ − Y x2y + Y ′x2y′ − Y x′2y + Y ′x′2y′
= x3y′ − x′3y − x3y′ + x3y′ − xx′2y′ + xx′2y′ = x3y′ − x′3y = 0.
Therefore, we get the following relations:
ab, b2, bc+ ad, bd, ae, be, fa+ ce, bf − ag, ed− ag,
bg, fd+ cg, dg, ef + cha, eg − had, f2 − c2h, fg + chd.
Set I to be the ideal of R generated by these relations and set H = R/I. We show
that H ∼= H∗(J2;F3). The subalgebra of H generated by c and h is the polynomial
algebra on a generator of degree 4 and a generator of degree 12, F3[c, h]. Using that
H is graded-commutative and the 16 relations above it is easy to check that every
monomial m = aiabibcicdideief if gighih of H may be rewritten as m = m′ci
′
chi
′
h
with m′ ∈ {1, a, b, d, e, f, g, ga}. Hence, H is finite over F3[c, h],
(16) H = F3[c, h]{1, a, b, d, e, f, g, ga},
and its Poincare´ series coincides with that of J2 (9). It follows that H ∼= H∗(J2;F3).

17. Remark. As noted in the introduction, a presentation of H∗(J2;F3) was al-
ready obtained by computer [9]. There the generators are denoted by
a3,0, a4,1, b4,0, a5,0, a9,1, b10,0, a11,1, c12,1,
with degrees given by the first coordinate of the sub-index. An isomorphism with
the presentation of Theorem 15 is given by
a 7→ −a3,0, b 7→ a4,1, c 7→ b4,0, d 7→ a5,0, e 7→ a9,1, f 7→ b10,0, g 7→ a11,1, h 7→ −c12,1.
1
2
A
N
T
O
N
IO
D
I´A
Z
R
A
M
O
S
A
N
D
O
IH
A
N
A
G
A
R
A
IA
L
D
E
O
C
A
N˜
A
21 t6w2,9
20 t10w7,0 t
7w4,6w7,1 t
10w7,0w8,0 t
7w4,6w7,1w8,0
19 ut9w7,0 ut
6w4,6w7,1 ut
9w7,0w8,0 ut
6w4,6w7,1w8,0
18 t6w3,6 t
6w4,6 t
9w7,1 t
6w8,6 t
6w4,6w7,0 t
6w4,6w8,0 t
9w7,1w8,0 t
6w8,6w8,0 t
6w4,6w7,0w8,0 t
6w4,6w
2
8,0
17
16
15
14 t6w3,2 t
7w7,1 t
6w3,2w8,0 t
7w7,1w8,0 t
6w3,2w
2
8,0
13 t6w2,1 t
6w3,1 ut
6w7,1 t
6w3,2w8,0 ut
6w7,1w8,0 ut
6w3,1w
2
8,0
t6w
−
3,1
12 t6 t6w7,0 t
6w8,0 t
6w11,0 t
6w12,0 t
6w7,0w8,0 t
6w28,0 t
6w11,0w8,0 t
6w12,0w8,0
11
10
9 w2,9
8 t4w7,0 tw4,6w7,1 t
4w7,0w8,0 tw4,6w7,1w8,0
7 ut3w7,0 uw4,6w7,1 ut
3w7,0w8,0 uw4,6w7,1w8,0
6 w3,6 w4,6 t
3w7,1 w8,6 w4,6w7,0 w4,6w8,0 t
3w7,1w8,0 w8,6w8,0 w4,6w7,0w8,0 w4,6w
2
8,0
5
4
3
2 w3,2 tw7,1 w3,2w8,0 tw7,1w8,0 w3,2w
2
8,0
1 w2,1 w3,1 uw7,1 w3,1w8,0 uw7,1w8,0 w3,1w
2
8,0
w
−
3,1
0 1 w7,0 w8,0 w11,0 w12,0 w7,0w8,0 w
2
8,0 w11,0w8,0 w12,0w8,0
0 2 3 4 7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20
Table 1. Linear generators in {En,m6
C8}n,m=0,...,21
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